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Of Louise Glück and Averno, Dr Reena Sastri of the Faculty of English Language and Literature,
University of Oxford, writes:
‘Marked by stark simplicity of statement, her poems attain in a contemporary American idiom the
elemental resonance of myth and fable. Averno rewrites the story of Demeter, goddess of the earth,
and her daughter Persephone, whose abduction Demeter avenges by making the earth barren.
Human mourning has no such power: spring inexorably returns, no matter how great our grief. The
poet responds by making something out of grief and time’s passing: she works to transform what she
has seen and felt into something imagined, ‘until’ (in the words of Omens) ‘the world reflects the
deepest needs of the soul.’
The cantata Averno emerged as a set of 11 poems, selected in order, from the total of 30 poems in
Glück’s book. The first 10 shorter movements lay out essential musical themes and ideas; the final
long movement further develops and recapitulates those ideas, ending with an extended coda of new
but intrinsically related material. The instrumentation, including oboe, harp, timpani, strings and
voices, is chosen to conjure the ancient past with the music moving back and forth between a kind
of folk-inspired lyricism and modernist angst. In addition, references from past musical works
provide a more specific sense of history. For example, the first pitches of the second movement,
‘October’, set to the words ‘Is it winter again, Is it cold again?’ is based on the opening motive of
Debussy’s piano prelude ‘Des pas sur la neige’ and provides rich material used throughout much of
the cantata. This reference to a romantic sense of human’s relationship to nature is used in musical
allusions to other great vocal works, including brief moments from Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice,
Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde, and ending with a more explicit quote from Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony. Commissioned by Robert Amory and the Jebediah Foundation, Averno was premiered by
the Washington Chorus in 2011.

Cricket, Spider, Bee (1996)
Each poem in this set by Emily Dickinson paints a scene. In Cricket, town folk are coming home
from work in a 19th century rural setting, presented here with a nostalgic harmony that rocks back
and forth between mild dissonance and consonance. Spider depicts a tiny, intricately designed but
entirely natural world, and pays homage to Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms, although here the praise
is for a tiny creature’s creation. Bee portrays a vast and buzzing prairie through tightly repeating
canons of small melodies. The entire set is played without pause, and the three movements form a
large-scale chord progression that moves towards a final resolution at the conclusion of Bee.
This work was commissioned by the Marsh Chapel Choir and Julian Wachner, conductor.
3
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GOSPEL CHA-CHA (2000)
One of the most highly regarded American poets of the 20th Century, Langston Hughes was part of
the Harlem Renaissance. He was also a novelist, playwright, social activist and columnist. GOSPEL
CHA-CHA (1961) is an example of his expansive and more socially critical late poetry, and is part of
a larger set of poems: Ask Your Mama, Twelve Moods for Jazz.
Hughes provides annotations with references to specific musical instrumentation and jazz songs
alongside his poem. However, rather than directly quoting The Hesitation Blues that Hughes refers to
early in his notes, I constructed much of the piece’s pitch structure on the core set of notes that make
up that melody. I used those notes in the way a jazz musician might improvise with a harmony but
also extended and developed them in a more classical manner. GOSPEL CHA-CHA was originally
published as a single poem with the title, Haiti. That fact informed my choice of other musical ideas
in the piece, including my inclusion of diverse Haitian musical references, from Ghanaian drumming
to the 18th century French court dances black musicians learned from Europeans and adapted in
their own style. The famous preachers Alexander Bedward and John Jasper that are referred to in
Hughes’ text reminded me of other great black orators like Jesse Jackson, whose 1996 speech
nominating Bill Clinton for president was specifically in my mind as I wrote the ending. Dedicated
to my mother and her sisters, GOSPEL CHA-CHA was written for Stephen Salters and
commissioned by Plymouth Music, conducted by Philip Brunelle, in 2001.

terror and cold,
didn’t they just end, wasn’t the back garden
harrowed and planted—

Averno
1

I. THE NIGHT MIGRATIONS
This is the moment when you see again
the red berries of the mountain ash
and in the dark sky
the bird’s night migrations.

I remember how the earth felt, red and dense,
in stiff rows, weren’t the seeds planted,
didn’t vines climb the south wall

It grieves me to think
the dead won’t see them—
these things we depend on,
they disappear.

I can’t hear your voice
for the wind’s cries, whistling over the bare ground
I no longer care
what sound it makes

What will the soul do for solace then?
I tell myself it won’t need
these pleasures anymore;
maybe just not being is simply enough,
hard as that is to imagine.

2

when was I silenced, when did it first seem
pointless to describe that sound
what it sounds like can’t change what it is—

II. OCTOBER (1)
Is it winter again, is it cold again,
didn’t Frank just slip on the ice,
didn’t he heal, weren’t the spring seeds planted

didn’t the night end, wasn’t the earth
safe when it was planted
didn’t we plant the seeds,
weren’t we necessary to the earth,

didn’t the night end,
didn’t the melting ice
flood the narrow gutters
wasn’t my body
rescued, wasn’t it safe.
didn’t the scar form, invisible
above the injury
4

the vines, were they harvested?

3

III. THE EVENING STAR
Tonight, for the first time in many years,
there appeared to me again
a vision of the earth’s splendor:
in the evening sky
5
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the first star seemed
to increase in brilliance
as the earth darkened

where is home.
No one knows how to answer them.
There is nothing left;
you have to hope, for the farmer’s sake,
the insurance will pay.

until at last it could grow no darker.
And the light, which was the light of death,
seemed to restore to earth

It is like losing a year of your life.
To what would you lose a year of your life?

its power to console. There were
no other stars. Only the one
whose name I knew

Afterwards, you go back to the old place—
all that remains is char: blackness and
emptiness.

as in my other life I did her
injury; Venus,
star of the early evening,

You think: how could I live here?

to you I dedicate
my vision, since on this blank surface

4

you have cast enough light
to make my thought
visible again.

One match was all it took.
But at the right time—it had to be the right time.

IV. LANDSCAPE (3)
In late autumn a young girl set fire to a field
of wheat. The autumn

The field, parched, dry—
the deadness in place already
so to speak.

had been very dry; the field
went up like tinder.

V. LANDSCAPE (4)
I fell asleep in a river, I woke in a river,
of my mysterious
failure to die I can tell you
nothing, neither
who saved me nor for what cause—

Afterward there was nothing left.
You walk through it, you see nothing.
There’s nothing to pick up, to smell.
The horses don’t understand it—

6

But it was different then,
even last summer. The earth behaved
as though nothing could go wrong with it.

Where is the field, they seem to say.
The way you and I would say

5

There was immense silence.
No wind. No human sound.
The bitter century

was ended,
the glorious gone, the abiding gone,

I have tried to be accurate in this description
in case someone else should follow me. I can
verify
that when the sun sets in winter it is
incomparably beautiful and the memory of it
lasts a long time. I think this means

the cold sun
persisting as a kind of curiosity, a memento,
time streaming behind it—
The sky seemed very clear,
as it is in winter,
the soil dry, uncultivated,
the official light calmly
moving through a slot in the air
dignified, complacent,
dissolving hope,
subordinating images of the future to signs of
the future’s passing—
I think I must have fallen.
When I tried to stand, I had to force myself,
being unused to physical pain—
I had forgotten
how harsh these conditions are:
the earth, not obsolete
but still, the river cold, shallow—

there was no night.
The night was in my head.

6

VI. LANDSCAPE (5)
After the sun set
we rode quickly, in the hope of finding
shelter before darkness.
I could see the stars already,
first in the eastern sky:
we rode, therefore,
away from the light
and toward the sea, since
I had heard of a village there.
After some time, the snow began.
Not thickly at first, then
steadily until the earth
was covered with a white film.

Of my sleep, I remember
nothing. When I cried out,
my voice soothed me unexpectedly.

The way we traveled showed
clearly when I turned my head—
for a short while it made
a short trajectory across the earth—

In the silence of consciousness I asked myself:
why did I reject my life? And I answer
Die Erde überwältigt mich:
the earth defeats me.

Then the snow was thick, the path vanished.
The horse was tired and hungry;
he could no longer find
sure footing anywhere. I told myself:
7
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I have been lost before, I have been cold before.
The night has come to me
exactly this way, as a premonition—

The farmer stares out the window.
Maybe in New Zealand, maybe somewhere else.
And he things: my life is over.
His life expressed itself in that field;
he doesn’t believe anymore in making anything
out of earth. The earth, he thinks,
has overpowered me.

And I thought: if I am asked
to return here, I would like to come back
as a human being, and my horse
to remain himself. Otherwise
I would not know how to begin again.

7

VII. AVERNO (5)
After the first winter, the field began to
grow again.
But there were no more orderly furrows.
The smell of the wheat persisted, a kind of
random aroma
intermixed with various weeds, for which
no human use has been as yet devised.
It was puzzling—no one knew
where the farmer had gone.
Some people thought he died.
Someone said he had a daughter in New Zealand,
that he went there to raise
grandchildren instead of wheat.
Nature, it turns out, isn’t like us;
it doesn’t have a warehouse of memory.
The field doesn’t become afraid of matches,
of young girls. It doesn’t remember
furrows either. It gets killed off, it gets burned,
and a year later it’s alive again
as though nothing unusual has occurred.

8

He remembers the day the field burned,
not, he thinks, by accident.
Something deep within him said: I can live
with this,
I can fight it after awhile.
The terrible moment was the spring after his
work was erased,
when he understood that the earth
didn’t know how to mourn,
that it would change instead.
And then go on existing without him.

8

VIII. OMENS
I rode to meet you: dreams
like living beings swarmed around me
and the moon on my right side
followed me, burning.
I rode back: everything changed
My soul in love was sad
and the moon on my left side
trailed me without hope.
To such endless impressions
we poets give ourselves absolutely,
making, in silence, omen of mere event,
until the world reflects the deepest needs of
the soul.

9

IX. TELESCOPE
There is a moment after you move your eye away
when you forget where you are
because you’ve been living, it seems,
somewhere else, in the silence of the night sky.
You’ve stopped being here in the world.
You’re in a different place,
a place where human life has no meaning.
You’re not a creature in a body.
You exist as the stars exist,
participating in their stillness, their immensity.
Then you’re in the world again.
At night, on a cold hill,
taking the telescope apart.
You realize afterward
not that the image is false
but the relation is false.
You see again how far away
each thing is from every other thing.

X. THRUSH
10 Snow began falling, over the surface of the
whole earth.
That can’t be true. And yet it felt true,
falling more and more thickly over everything
I could see.
The pines turned brittle with ice.
This is the place I told you about,
where I used to come at night to see the
red-winged blackbirds,
what we call thrush here –
red flicker of the life that disappears –

But for me – I think the guilt I feel must mean
I haven’t lived very well.
Someone like me doesn’t escape. I think you
sleep awhile,
then you descend into the terror of the next
life except
the soul is in some different form,
more or less conscious than it was before,
more or less covetous.
After many lives, maybe something changes.
I think in the end what you want
you’ll be able to see—
Then you don’t need anymore
to die and come back again.
XI. PERSEPHONE THE WANDERER
11 In the second version, Persephone
is dead. She dies, her mother grieves—
problems of sexuality need not
trouble us here.
Compulsively, in grief, Demeter
circles the earth. We don’t expect to know
what Persephone is doing.
She is dead, the dead are mysteries.
We have here
a mother and a cipher: this is
accurate to the experience
of the mother as
she looks into the infant’s face. She thinks:
I remember when you didn’t exist. The infant

9
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is puzzled; later the child’s opinion is
she has always existed, just as
her mother has always existed
in her present form. Her mother
is like a figure at a bus stop,
an audience for the bus’s arrival. Before that,
she was the bus, a temporary
home or convenience. Persephone, protected,
stares out the window of the chariot.
What does she see? A morning
in early spring, in April. Now
her whole life is beginning—unfortunately,
it’s going to be
a short life. She’s going to know, really,
only two adults: death and her mother.
But two is
twice what her mother has:
her mother has
one child, a daughter.
As a god, she could have had
a thousand children.
We begin to see here
the deep violence of the earth
whose hostility suggests
she has no wish
to continue as a source of life.
And why is this hypothesis
never discussed? Because
it is not in the story; it only
creates the story.
10
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In grief, after the daughter dies,
the mother wanders the earth.
She is preparing her case;
like a politician
she remembers everything and admits
nothing.
For example, her daughter’s
birth was unbearable, her beauty
was unbearable: she remembers this.
She remembers Persephone’s
innocence, her tenderness—
What is she planning, seeking her daughter?
She is issuing
a warning whose implicit message is:
what are you doing outside my body?
You ask yourself:
why is the mother’s body safe?
The answer is
this is the wrong question, since
the daughter’s body
doesn’t exist, except
as a branch of the mother’s body
that needs to be
reattached at any cost.
When a god grieves it means
destroying others (as in war)
while at the same time petitioning
to reverse agreements (as in war also):

Winter will end, spring will return.
The small pestering breezes
that I so loved, the idiot yellow flowers—
Spring will return, a dream
based on a falsehood:
that the dead return.
Persephone
was used to death. Now over and over
her mother hauls her out again—
You must ask yourself:
are the flowers real? If
Persephone “returns” there will be
one of two reasons:
either she was not dead or
she is being used
to support a fiction—
I think I can remember
being dead. Many times, in winter,
I approached Zeus. Tell me, I would ask him,
how can I endure the earth?
And he would say,
in a short time you will be here again.
And in the time between
you will forget everything:
those fields of ice will be
the meadows of Elysium.

Cricket, Spider, Bee
12 I.

The cricket sang,
And set the sun,
And workmen finished, one by one,
Their seam the day upon.
The low grass loaded with the dew,
The twilight stood as strangers do
With hat in hand, polite and new,
To stay as if, or go.
A vastness, as a neighbor, came, –
A wisdom without face or name,
A peace, as hemispheres at home, –
And so the night became.

13 II. A spider sewed at night
Without a light
Upon an arc of white.
If ruff it was of dame
Or shroud of gnome,
Himself, himself inform.
Of immortality
His strategy
Was physiognomy.
14 III. To make a prairie it takes a clover and one
bee, –
One clover, and a bee,
And revery.
The revery alone will do
If bees are few.
Emily Dickinson

if Zeus will get her back,
winter will end.

Louise Glück
11
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GOSPEL CHA-CHA
15 IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES
WHERE THE PALMS AND COCONUTS
CHA-CHA LIKE CASTANETS
IN THE WIND’S FRENETIC FISTS
WHERE THE SAND SEEDS AND THE
SEA GOURDS MAKE MARACAS OUT OF ME,
ERZULIE PLAYS A TUNE
ON THE BONGO OF THE MOON.
THE PAPA DRUM OF SUN
AND THE MOTHER DRUM OF EARTH
KNOW TOURISTS ONLY FOR
THE MONEY THAT THEY’RE WORTH
IN THE QUARTER OF THE NEGROES
MAMA MAMACITA PAPA PAPIAMENTO
DAMBALLA WEDO OGOUN
AND THE HORSE
THAT LUGGED THE FIRST WHITE
FIRST WHITE TOURIST UP THE MOUNTAIN
TO THE CITADELLE OF SHADOWS
SHADOWS
WHERE THE SHADOWS OF THE NEGROES
ARE THE GHOSTS OF FORMER GLORY
TOUSSAINT WITH A THREAD
THREAD STILL PULLS HIS
PROW OF STONE STONE.
I BOIL A FISH AND SALT IT
(AND MY PLANTAINS)
WITH HIS GLORY.
!AY, BAHIA!
!AY, BAHIA!
SUNSETS STAINED WITH BLOOD
CLEAR GREEN CRYSTAL WATER
AND THE CRY THAT TURNED TO MUSIC
WHERE THE SEA SAND AND THE SEA GOURDS
12
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MAKE CLAVES OF MY SORROWS
IN THE WIND’S FRENETIC FISTS.
MAMACITA! PAPA LEGBA! SHANGO!
BEDWARD! POCOMANIA! WEDO! OGOUN!
THE BOAT BEYOND THE FORTALEZA
TO THE VILLE OF NANIGO.
A LONG WAY TO BAHIAHOW I GOT THERE I DON’T KNOW.
WHAT’S HIS NAME, MY COUSIN,
WHO SEDUCED MARIE LAVEAU?
DAMBALLA WEDO! THE VIRGIN! BEDWARD!
JOHN JASPER! JESUS! DADDY GRACE!
I TRIED
LORD KNOWS I TRIED
DAMBALLA
I PRAYED
LORD KNOWS I PRAYED
DADDY
I CLIMBED
UP THAT STEEP HILL
THE VIRGIN
WITH A CROSS
LORD KNOWS I CLIMBED
BUT WHEN I GOT
JOHN JASPER JESUS
WHEN I GOT TO CALVARY
UP THERE ON THAT HILL
ALREADY THERE WAS THREE—
AND ONE, YES, ONE
WAS BLACK AS ME
CHA-CHA...CHA-CHA
CHA
Langston Hughes, from Ask Your Mama: Twelve
Moods for Jazz (1961); reprinted with permission
of the Langston Hughes Estate

Elena Ruehr
Elena Ruehr says of her music ‘the idea is that the surface be simple, the
structure complex.’ She wrote Averno in 2008, as a fellow at Harvard’s Radcliffe
Institute. For five years she was composer-in-residence with the Boston Modern
Orchestra Project, which performed her major orchestral works, as well as the
opera Toussaint Before the Spirits, which is recorded with Stephen Salters
playing the title role. Her five string quartets have been performed by the
Biava, Borromeo, Cypress, Lark, ROCO and Shanghai string quartets, and her
CD ‘How She Danced’, String Quartets of Elena Ruehr, was recorded by the Cypress String Quartet.
Her other recordings include Jane Wang considers the Dragonfly (Albany) and Shimmer (Albany).
Ruehr was raised in a small town in Michigan, the daughter of a mathematician and an English
professor. Her career as a composer started along with her piano lessons at age four. Her earliest mentor
was the Finnish kantele player and composer Melvin Kangas. Dr. Ruehr was a student of William
Bolcom at the University of Michigan, and Vincent Persichetti and Bernard Rands at The Juilliard
School. Elena Ruehr’s oeuvre includes compositions for chamber ensemble, orchestra, chorus, wind
ensemble, instrumental solo, opera, dance and silent film. Her work has been described as ‘sumptuously
scored and full of soaring melodies’ (New York Times), and ‘unspeakably gorgeous’ (Gramophone).
Dr. Ruehr has taught at MIT since 1991 and lives in Boston with her husband and daughter.

Julian Wachner
Born in Hollywood, California and raised in New York City, Julian Wachner
is one of North America’s most exciting and versatile musicians, sought-after
as conductor, composer, and keyboard artist. In his new position as the
inaugural Director of Music and the Arts at New York’s historic Trinity
Wall Street, Wachner serves as Principal Conductor of the Trinity Choir, the
Trinity Baroque Orchestra and NOVUS NY, Trinity’s contemporary music
orchestra in residence.
This appointment complements his existing roles as Music Director of the Kennedy Center’s
Grammy Award-winning Washington Chorus and as Principal Conductor of Opera McGill,
Montreal. Wachner has also made memorable guest appearances with such major organizations as
the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Montreal and Pittsburgh Symphonies, the Handel and Haydn
Society, Glimmerglass Opera, Hawaii Opera Theater, New York City Opera and the Boston Pops.
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Marguerite Krull
Photo: Robert Kim

Marguerite Krull’s command of dramatic style and her wide vocal range
have earned acclaim in roles associated with mezzo-sopranos as well as
sopranos. She has sung with numerous companies throughout the world,
including the Lyric Opera of Chicago, the Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires,
The Washington National Opera, New York City Opera, Glimmerglass
Opera, Caramoor International Music Festival, Leipzig Opera, Les Talens
Lyriques, the National Symphony Orchestra, the Handel and Haydn Society, and La Monnaie in
Brussels. Called ‘luminous’ by Anthony Tommasini of the New York Times, Ms. Krull sings a wide
variety of music ranging from the early Baroque to contemporary.

Stephen Salters
Stephen Salters’ passionate and impeccably articulated performances of a
wide range of repertoire have won him acclaim throughout Europe, the UK,
Asia and the United States. He works regularly with leading conductors
including Christoph Eschenbach, Seiji Ozawa, Robert Spano, Nicholas
McGegan, Keith Lockhart, Ivor Bolton, Will Crutchfield, Leonard Slatkin,
Hugh Wolff, Bobby McFerrin, Jane Glover, Jeff Tyzik, and Martin Haselböck.
On the opera stage with over 35 roles, he excels equally in contemporary
works and standard repertory having received superlative international praise and standing ovations
consistently in opera, oratorio, recital and concerts for over 20 years. Some highlights include the
Minotaur in the world premiere of Philippe Fénelon’s Les Rois for Opera National in Bordeaux, the
creation of the title role in Elena Ruehr’s Toussaint Before the Spirits, and the lead role of Kovalyov in
rare performances of Shostakovich’s opera The Nose.
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